Unscramble the sentences below and discover the facts.
Name: _____________________
1. of live province mountains of Sichuan in the China. Pandas
__________________________________________
2. Pandas an animal specie. are endangered
__________________________________________
3. eat bamboo. Pandas
__________________________________________
4. about There the 1000 and wild in 60 only pandas are in zoo.. the
__________________________________________
5. of a bear. Pandas kind are
__________________________________________
6. pandas easy reproduce. not get It to is to
__________________________________________
7. over can Pandas 20 years. live for
__________________________________________
8. 300 weigh of 200 to and average Pandas pounds.
__________________________________________
9. called cub. baby a A is panda
__________________________________________
10. legs, shoulders Giant are patches, and pandas' eye ears, black.
__________________________________________
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Answer Sheet for teachers
1. "of live province mountains of Sichuan in the China. Pandas" is Pandas live in the
mountains of Sichuan province of China..
2. "Pandas an animal specy. are endangered" is Pandas are an endangered animal
specie..
3. "eat bamboo. Pandas" is Pandas eat bamboo..
4. "about There the 1000 and wild in 60 only pandas are in zoo.. the" is There are
only about 1000 pandas in the wild and 60 in the zoo...
5. "of a bear. Pandas kind are" is Pandas are a kind of bear..
6. "pandas easy reproduce. not get It to is to" is It is not easy to get pandas to
reproduce..
7. "over can Pandas 20 years. live for" is Pandas can live for over 20 years..
8. "300 weigh of 200 to and average Pandas pounds." is Pandas weigh and average of
200 to 300 pounds..
9. "called cub. baby a A is panda" is A baby panda is called a cub..
10. "legs, shoulders Giant are patches, and pandas' eye ears, black." is Giant pandas'
ears, eye patches, legs, and shoulders are black..
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